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The crackling new novel in the bestselling Honor Bound series, by the master of the military thriller. As with his other
enormously popular series, the first two novels in W. E .B. Griffin’s saga of World War II espionage in Germany and
Argentina – Honor Bound and Blood and Honor – became immediate bestsellers and were hailed as “immensely
entertaining adventures” (Kirkus Reviews). Now, in Secret Honor, Griffin creates his most rousing novel yet. In Wolf’s
Lair, a German general works toward the assassination of Adolf Hitler. In Buenos Aires, the general’s son, code-named
Galahad, falls under suspicion by the SS after a Nazi operation suddenly goes bad. In the middle of it all is OSS agent
Cletus Frade, who knows the identity of father and son and what they will do next…if they can survive that long. For not
only are SS and Abwehr officers hot on their trails in both countries, but the OSS has branded Frade a rogue agent and
is determined to shake the truth from him, at whatever cost. If Frade can’t figure a way to hold them all off, then the
futures of all three men may be very short indeed…. Written with the special flair that Griffin’s readers expect, filled with
high drama and real heroes, Secret Honor is further proof, in Tom Clancy’s words, that “Griffin is a storyteller in the
grand tradition.”
The complete series contains all three books in the Knights of the Realm Series by Jennifer Anne Davis. That's hundreds
of pages of political intrigue, romance, and adventure! Reid has spent her whole life pretending to be a man so she can
inherit her father’s estate, but when a chance encounter threatens to expose her lie, she is forced to risk everything. In
the kingdom of Marsden, women are subservient to men and land can only pass from father to son. So when Reid
Ellington is born, the fifth daughter to one of the wealthiest landholders in the kingdom, it’s announced that Reid is a boy.
Eighteen years later, Reid struggles to conceal the fact she’s actually a young woman. Every day, her secret becomes
harder to keep. When one of Marsden’s princes sees her sparring with a sword, she is forced to accept his offer and
lead her father’s soldiers to the border. Along the way, she discovers a covert organization within the army known as the
Knights of the Realm. If Reid wants to save her family from being arrested for treason and robbed of their inheritance,
she will have to join the Knights and become a weapon for the crown. To protect her family, Reid must fight like a man.
To do that, she’ll need the courage of a woman.
A lost virgin vampire queen. Two vampire knights sworn to protect her. It's about to get very hot... and bloody... Ever
since her mother was murdered by monsters five years ago, Shara Isador has been on the run. Alone, scared, and
exhausted, she's finally cornered in Eureka Springs, Arkansas. Out of hope with nowhere else to turn, she's ready to end
it all when two men come to her rescue. They say she's a lost queen descended from Isis, and they're her Blood, vampire
knights sworn to protect her. It all seems like a crazy nightmare, until the alpha offers his blood. Then she realizes she's
never wanted anything more. Except maybe his body... and his friend's, too. But they're not the only ones searching for a
lost queen. Shara must learn how to wield her new powers quickly and conquer her fears if she intends to keep them all
alive.
As the magazine of the Texas Exes, The Alcalde has united alumni and friends of The University of Texas at Austin for
nearly 100 years. The Alcalde serves as an intellectual crossroads where UT's luminaries - artists, engineers, executives,
musicians, attorneys, journalists, lawmakers, and professors among them - meet bimonthly to exchange ideas. Its pages
also offer a place for Texas Exes to swap stories and share memories of Austin and their alma mater. The magazine's
unique name is Spanish for "mayor" or "chief magistrate"; the nickname of the governor who signed UT into existence
was "The Old Alcalde."
"Originally published in hardcover by Penguin Books Ltd., a division of Penguin Random House LLC, London in
2016"--Title page verso.
The fate of this world may rest on our shoulders today. So begins the saga of Ulfric Aldinhuus and the Knights
Corporealis. War has broken out and spread Cosmos-wide. To the embattled celestials, humans are as expendable as
pawns. Until the Knights take up the celestials’ weapons and fight back. Featuring 1,500 pages and five action-packed
books of epic fantasy adventure, with magic, monsters, and a Cosmos-crossing adventure. Knight Chosen: The Shackled
Verities (Book One) Vinnr is a realm of three kingdoms, one of the five realms of the Great Cosmos. The peace between
the kingdoms is stable but fragile, and the Knights Corporealis keep their distance from the fickle and divided
commoners. After all, their oaths were sworn to celestials, not to people. But certain doom has come. A corrupt celestial
arrives with a singular focus: to conquer the people of Vinnr and spread his dominion throughout the five realms. As the
battle to save Vinnr commences, the Knights quickly find that their fight is not only for their own realm—but for the Cosmos
itself. Embittered and weary of endless battle, Ulfric finds his faith failing. Ready for the challenge and eager to prove
herself, Mylla Evernal, youngest of the Knights, takes up her sword readily and without a thought for her own life. And
Jaemus Bardgrim, a peaceful foreigner from another realm, is caught unexpectedly in the midst of the chaos and just
wants to know what in all the worlds is going on. But surrender is not in Ulfric and the Knights, and with catastrophe
nearly at hand, Ulfric is sure of one thing… a sword will never lose its faith in the fight, even if he has. Get The Shackled
Verities Series box set, where the Knights Corporealis go to war against dragørs, celestials, and time itself. Some do it
for hope, some for family, some for redemption, but in the end, they all face one truth: a human life is no match for the
eternal power of a celestial. If they are very, very lucky, one Knight’s sacrifice may be. What people are saying about the
Shackled Verities Series: ????? ?????????? “I can’t wait to find out what happens next in this epic series.”
????????????????? “Compelling plot, intriguing characters and a pretty spectacular world.” ????????????????? “Such a
fantastic ride for this new promising series.... cannot recommend this enough!!” ?????????? “… a brilliantly executed
novel.” ????????????????? “Honestly I’d read a grocery list if Ms. Salyer wrote it.”??????? The Shackled Verities
Series: A Knight's Calling: A Shackled Verities Story Knight Chosen: The Shackled Verities (Book One) ???????Knight
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Redeemed: The Shackled Verities (Book Two) ???????Knight Exiled: The Shackled Verities (Book Three) ???????Knight
Awoken: The Shackled Verities (Book Four)
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR Megan Linski composes a medieval romance of dragon shifters, magical fae, and
fantasy worlds in this young adult paranormal trilogy. This is a slow burn reverse harem historical fantasy series. Fliss is
a slave to the king. She has no freedom— until her dragons come looking for her. The first dragon makes a pact. Release
him from his curse, and he will set her free. But he's not alone. He has two brothers, and all of them want Fliss. Yet Fliss
has ignited the wrath of the gods, and they're coming for her. Her quest guides her across medieval Poland, to lands of
fae kings and queens. Fliss and her dragons battle monsters and giants, make deals with mermaids, and awaken the
dead in an attempt to stop a war that has left the magical community in shambles. The goddess of song will rise to battle
the goddess of chaos. The victor will rule the realm… or destroy it. Adored by readers around the globe, Song of
Dragonfire is a story of unconditional love, of finding self-worth, of believing in yourself, and accepting forgiveness.
Topics: reverse harem, reverse harem series, royal fae, fae, faeries, shifter, rejected mates, fated mates, shifters,
dragons, griffins, magical creatures, royal romance, paranormal romance, supernatural, new adult, young adult, young
adult fantasy series, teen fantasy, young adult fiction, teen fiction, magic, YA paranormal books, YA paranormal fantasy,
fantasy and magic, teen and young adult books, paranormal fantasy, young adult fantasy, teen books, young adult
paranormal series, new adult fantasy series, fantasy romance, historical fantasy, medieval fantasy, medieval romance
An official companion to the highly rated cable series offers new insights into its characters and storylines, providing
hundreds of set photos, designs and insider accounts as well as actor and crew interviews that describe memorable
scripted and unscripted moments from the first two seasons. (This book was previously listed in Forecast.) TV tie-in.
Bringing chivalry back into our modern-day world, this book shows us how to inspire today's generation of young boys to pursue
honor, courage, and compassion. In an age when respect and honor seem like distant and antiquated relics, how can we equip
boys to pursue valor and courageously put the needs of others before their own? This book helps parents to inspire their boys by
captivating their imagination and honoring their love for adventure. Heather Haupt explores how knights historically lived out
various aspects of the knights' Code of Chivalry, as depicted in the French epic Song of Roland, and how boys can embody these
same ideals now. When we issue the challenge and give boys the reasons why it is worth pursuing, we step forward on an
incredible journey towards raising the kind of boys who, just like the knights of old, make an impact in their world now and for the
rest of their lives.
The final book in the award-winning Knights of the Borrowed Dark trilogy, perfect for fans of Skulduggery Pleasant. 'You have no
idea what real war is . . . but I'm afraid you're going to find out.' There's nothing like an apocalypse to kick off the school year.
Denizen Hardwick has travelled to Daybreak, the ancestral home of the Order of the Borrowed Dark, to continue his training as a
knight. But lessons have barely begun before an unexpected arrival appears with news that throws the fortress into uproar. The
Endless King has fallen, his dark realm rising in a brutal civil war. When the conflict strikes closer to home, Denizen and his friends
face their greatest challenge yet. For if Daybreak falls, so does the world . . . 'Action-packed, atmospheric and powerfully imagined'
- Sunday Times
The Pandoran war machine ravaged the galaxy, driving the human race to the brink of destruction. Seven men and women stood
in its way. This is their story. (Note: this book contains all three novels in the trilogy - The Honour of the Knights (Second Edition),
The Third Side, and The Attribute of the Strong. It is not a fourth novel.
When Morgan McRobbie rescues a damsel-in-distress from a dragon, he expects she’ll swoon, murmuring “My hero!” Instead,
Marissa has only loathing for the man everyone believes will betray Kilbourne. That’s fine with Morgan. A woman in his life would
just complicate things. A high-level informer threatens the kingdom’s security, and Morgan is out to stop him. Posing as a turncoat
himself, he’s walking a fine line between honor and betrayal. A single misstep could result in disaster, and his mission is fraught
with distractions: the pesky dragon, a pair of conniving courtiers, and the disillusioned damsel who’s certain Morgan can’t be
trusted. If Morgan’s going to save the kingdom, win the girl, and manage to stay alive, he’ll need to step up his game. Because
the traitor is lurking in the shadows, and his scheme calls not just for the betrayal of Kilbourne, but also the destruction of Morgan
McRobbie.
First Knights includes four medieval romance series starters from the Queen of Medieval Romance, Claire Delacroix. Be swept
away to a realm of pageantry and chivalry, where each knight competes for his lady’s favor, each lady knows her heart’s
desire—and love conquers all. Included in this digital bundle are four first-in-series medieval romances: One Knight Enchanted, The
Princess, The Beauty Bride and The Crusader’s Bride. In One Knight Enchanted—book #1 of the Rogues & Angels
series—Annelise seeks refuge at a keep when she is separated from her party and pursued by hungry wolves. The price of
admission is marriage to its mysterious lord, and she agrees—only to find herself in a luxurious palace, and seduced by her
secretive spouse. Her new husband believes he is doomed, but Annelise knows that love can conquer all. Can she save her
husband from the curse placed upon him, or will breaking her promise to him cost any chance to win his wary heart? In The
Princess—book #1 of the Bride Quest series—Brianna is obliged to choose one of three brothers as her husband. Instead, she
challenges them, vowing to wed the one who brings her a gift that makes her laugh. She has no intention of laughing at all, but
one brother, Luc, declines to follow her whim. Sparks fly between the willful princess and the disillusioned knight after his brothers
depart, and from this battle of wills, an unexpected love dawns. When the other knights return, will Luc take up his sword again to
defend the maiden who has claimed his heart, or will Brianna be compelled to wed another? In The Beauty Bride—book #1 of the
Jewels of Kinfairlie series—Madeline flees her arranged marriage to the notorious outlaw Rhys FitzHenry, only to be pursued and
seduced by her stubborn betrothed. Is she just a possession to this man who wants a son above all else, or can she capture his
love for her own? Why does Rhys tell her so many stories, and what do they reveal about her enigmatic husband’s hidden heart?
In The Crusader’s Bride—book #1 of the Champions of St. Euphemia series—the widow Ysmaine makes a marriage of
convenience, accepting the offer of a Templar knight in Jerusalem who is leaving the order to return to France. When their party is
attacked, Ysmaine learns that Gaston carries a secret treasure in trust for the Templars, Ysmaine knows that her new husband’s
survival may depend upon her assistance—and that this man of honor has stolen her heart. Can she persuade him of the merit of
love and trust before it’s too late? The First Knights digital boxed set includes four thrilling series starters by Claire Delacroix,
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bursting with medieval romance, adventure, suspense, and love everlasting. Be swept away to Claire’s medieval world in this
introduction to four of her medieval romance series today! *** beauty and the beast, medieval romance, historical romance,
romantic suspense, first in series, series starters, knight, protector, Templar, guardian, arranged marriage, marriage of
convenience, enemies to lovers, friends to lovers, love unexpected, widow, maiden, action adventure, band of brothers, outlaw,
renegade, hidden heir, mistaken identity
On the fringes of human space, a murder will light a fuse and send two rebels on a planetary scale collision course. This digital
box set contains OBSIDIAN DETECTIVE, SHATTERED TRUTH, and INVESTIGATING DECEIT, the first three books of the Opus
X series from Michael Anderle. She lives on Earth, where peace is a given. He is on society’s frontier where authority depends on
how much firepower you wield. She is from the powerful, the elite. He is with the military. Both want the truth – but is revealing it
good for humanity? Two years ago, a small moon in a far-off system was set to host the first intergalactic war between humans
and an alien race. It never happened. However, something was found and too many are willing to kill to keep it a secret. Now, they
have killed the wrong people. How many will need to die to keep the truth hidden? As many as it takes. He will have vengeance no
matter the cost. She will dig for the truth. No matter how risky.
The Knights of Solamnia were the greatest order of chivalry in the history of Krynn. After a knight has achieved the Order of the
Crown and the Order of the Sword, he must then begin his training in the virtues of wisdom and justice in order to achieve the
Order of the Rose, the highest of all orders. This is the third tale of Sir Pirvan the Wayward, whose reluctant and inauspicious
beginnings bore few clues to his potential as a knight of the highest order. In a time when others of Solamnia had become corrupt
and self-serving, Sir Pirvan maintained the dignity of the Order, walking the fine line between personal codes of honor and loyalty,
and diplomacy and duty. Roland J. Green is the author of the Starcruiser Shenandoah and Wandor series and numerous Conan
novels, and is coauthor (with Jerr Pournelle) of the Jannisaries series. The Warriors series details the exploits of the heroes and
villains of the War of the Lance.
Eleven-year-old Alanna, who aspires to be a knight even though she is a girl, disguises herself as a boy to become a royal page,
learning many hard lessons along her path to high adventure.
Promised by her father to a lecherous old baron, Lady Elizabeth Brackendale is abducted and held for ransom by Sir
Geoffrey de Lanceau, a scarred, tormented rogue who turns out to be the very knight who has sworn vengeance against
her father for branding his own father as a traitor to the king.
For the first time, all five novels in the epic fantasy series that inspired HBO’s Game of Thrones are together in one
eBook bundle. An immersive entertainment experience unlike any other, A Song of Ice and Fire has earned George R. R.
Martin—dubbed “the American Tolkien” by Time magazine—international acclaim and millions of loyal readers. Now this
bundle collects the entire monumental cycle in the most convenient format available: A GAME OF THRONES A CLASH
OF KINGS A STORM OF SWORDS A FEAST FOR CROWS A DANCE WITH DRAGONS “One of the best series in the
history of fantasy.”—Los Angeles Times Winter is coming. Such is the stern motto of House Stark, the northernmost of the
fiefdoms that owe allegiance to King Robert Baratheon in far-off King’s Landing. There Eddard Stark of Winterfell rules in
Robert’s name. There his family dwells in peace and comfort: his proud wife, Catelyn; his sons Robb, Brandon, and
Rickon; his daughters Sansa and Arya; and his bastard son, Jon Snow. Far to the north, behind the towering Wall, lie
savage Wildings and worse—unnatural things relegated to myth during the centuries-long summer, but proving all too real
and all too deadly in the turning of the season. Yet a more immediate threat lurks to the south, where Jon Arryn, the
Hand of the King, has died under mysterious circumstances. Now Robert is riding north to Winterfell, bringing his queen,
the lovely but cold Cersei, his son, the cruel, vainglorious Prince Joffrey, and the queen’s brothers Jaime and Tyrion of
the powerful and wealthy House Lannister—the first a swordsman without equal, the second a dwarf whose stunted
stature belies a brilliant mind. All are heading for Winterfell and a fateful encounter that will change the course of
kingdoms. Meanwhile, across the Narrow Sea, Prince Viserys, heir of the fallen House Targaryen, which once ruled all of
Westeros, schemes to reclaim the throne with an army of barbarian Dothraki—whose loyalty he will purchase in the only
coin left to him: his beautiful yet innocent sister, Daenerys. “Long live George Martin . . . a literary dervish, enthralled by
complicated characters and vivid language, and bursting with the wild vision of the very best tale tellers.”—The New York
Times
The classic respected series in a stunning new design. This edition of The Knight's Tale from the highly-respected
Selected Tales series includes the full, complete text in the original Middle English, along with an in-depth introduction by
A. C. Spearing, detailed notes and a comprehensive glossary.
A brave mouse, a covetous rat, a wishful serving girl, and a princess named Pea come together in Kate DiCamillo's
Newbery Medal–winning tale. Welcome to the story of Despereaux Tilling, a mouse who is in love with music, stories,
and a princess named Pea. It is also the story of a rat called Roscuro, who lives in the darkness and covets a world filled
with light. And it is the story of Miggery Sow, a slow-witted serving girl who harbors a simple, impossible wish. These
three characters are about to embark on a journey that will lead them down into a horrible dungeon, up into a glittering
castle, and, ultimately, into each other's lives. What happens then? As Kate DiCamillo would say: Reader, it is your
destiny to find out. With black-and-white illustrations and a refreshed cover by Timothy Basil Ering.
Forbidden flames burn brightest… The knight Alric of Hawksmere has endured years of war and survived dozens of
battles in the service of the king. A new challenge awaits him when he returns home to renew his bond with a childhood
friend. Alric instead discovers she is now a spirited woman of rare beauty whose kiss makes his blood burn. But the lady
Cecily de Vere has been offered in marriage to another man, and Alric‘s duty is to escort her to the wedding. Cecily
wants to behave as a proper lady. But she yearns for her childhood flame and knows he shares the same desire. When a
sudden twist of fortune puts Cecily in mortal danger, Alric takes an unimaginable risk to rescue her. Left alone in the wild,
Alric and Cecily must make a choice that will change their lives forever. The first book in the Swordcross Knights: A
series of full-length historical romance novels set in the vivid and beguiling world of medieval Britannia.
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Abandoned by her lover after a quarrel, Dougless Montgomery is stranded in rural England, but with the sudden
appearance of Nicholas Stafford, Earl of Thornwyck--who died centuries ago--a passionate affair begins.
Stories tell of great fire-breathing beasts large as castles, fierce and deadly, capable of magicks that no human can
match. The Kingdom of Kentaine once allied itself with the dragons of old, but eventually, the dragons were lost to time
and fell into legend. Sir Gawain, First Knight of the Realm, is tasked by his older sister the Queen to travel to the edges of
their kingdom, where a beast is flaming villagers and has the locals ready to form a mob and hunt it down themselves.
His mission is to find the dragon, stop the violence, and do what he needs to maintain the peace. His journey puts him in
the heart of a confrontation with the dragon, but instead of saving the villagers, it is the dragon that needs rescuing.
Zephyr, a fire dragon and an escaped slave, needs protection, time to heal, and a chance at a life full of hope. Gawain
can do no less than offer his sword, his shield, and his heart. Evil is hunting Zephyr, and it will not stop until it has
reclaimed its prize.Beyond the legends lies the truth, and love, like fire, consumes everything it touches.
On a September day in 1813, as citizens watched from the rocky shore of Pemaquid, Maine, two of the last and bravest
military sailing commanders engaged in a battle that would change the course of the War of 1812... Samuel Blyth was
the youthful commander of His Britannic Majesty’s brig Boxer, and William Burrows, younger still, commanded the USS
Enterprise. Both men valued honor above all, and on this day their commitment would be put to the ultimate test. Though
it lasted less than an hour, the battle between the Boxer and the Enterprise was a brutal contest whose outcome was
uncertain. When the cannon smoke cleared, good men had been lost, and the U.S. Navy's role in the war had changed.
In Knights of the Sea, David Hanna brings to life a lost era, paying tribute to the young commanders who considered it
the highest honor to harness the wind to meet their foes, and would be immortalized by the poet Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow. The only major naval battle of the War of 1812, the battle between the Boxer and the Enterprise came to
represent not only a military turning point, but a maritime era that would soon be gone forever. INCLUDES PHOTOS
AND MAPS
Lady Sabine is harboring a skin blemish, one, that if revealed, could cause her to be branded as a witch, put her life in danger, and
damage her chances of making a good marriage. After all, what nobleman would want to marry a woman so flawed? Sir Bennet is
returning home to protect his family from an imminent attack by neighboring lords who seek repayment of debts. Without fortune or
means to pay those debts, Sir Bennet realizes his only option is to make a marriage match with a wealthy noblewoman. As a man
of honor, he loathes the idea of courting a woman for her money, but with time running out for his family’s safety, what other
choice does he have? As Lady Sabine and Sir Bennet are thrust together under dangerous circumstances, will they both be able
to learn to trust each other enough to share their deepest secrets? Or will those secrets ultimately lead to their demise?
Coriel is determined to rid the world of demons. But when a fierce battle ends in tragedy, she finds herself at the mercy of Hell's
sexiest and most powerful demon knight. Coriel has no choice but to submit to her captor, but the curse of his kiss is not what
lures her to him. He wants her by his side ... to rule Hell as his queen.
Xand and the Knights of Honor, 1
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * Taking place nearly a century before the events of A Game of Thrones, A Knight of the
Seven Kingdoms compiles the first three official prequel novellas to George R. R. Martin's ongoing masterwork, A Song of Ice and
Fire. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY LOS ANGELES TIMES AND BUZZFEED These never-before-
collected adventures recount an age when the Targaryen line still holds the Iron Throne, and the memory of the last dragon has
not yet passed from living consciousness. Before Tyrion Lannister and Podrick Payne, there was Dunk and Egg. A young, naïve
but ultimately courageous hedge knight, Ser Duncan the Tall towers above his rivals--in stature if not experience. Tagging along is
his diminutive squire, a boy called Egg--whose true name is hidden from all he and Dunk encounter. Though more improbable
heroes may not be found in all of Westeros, great destinies lay ahead for these two . . . as do powerful foes, royal intrigue, and
outrageous exploits. Featuring more than 160 all-new illustrations by Gary Gianni, A Knight of the Seven Kingdoms is a must-have
collection that proves chivalry isn't dead--yet. Praise for A Knight of the Seven Kingdoms "Readers who already love Martin and
his ability to bring visceral human drama out of any story will be thrilled to find this trilogy brought together and injected with extra
life."--Booklist "The real reason to check out this collection is that it's simply great storytelling. Martin crafts a living, breathing world
in a way few authors can. . . . [Gianni's illustrations] really bring the events of the novellas to life in beautiful fashion."--Tech Times
"Stirring . . . As Tolkien has his Silmarillion, so [George R. R.] Martin has this trilogy of foundational tales. They succeed on their
own, but in addition, they succeed in making fans want more."--Kirkus Reviews (starred review) "Pure fantasy adventure, with two
of the most likable protagonists George R. R. Martin has ever penned."--Bustle "A must-read for Martin's legion of fans . . . a
rousing prelude to [his] bestselling Song of Ice and Fire saga . . . rich in human drama and the colorful worldbuilding that
distinguishes other books in the series."--Publishers Weekly
From USA Today Bestselling Author Krystal Shannan comes seven books in a sizzling romantic series filled with action and
adventure and fantasy and passion. Fans of The Black Dagger Brotherhood and Lords of the Underworld will discover a heart-
pounding toe-curling ride into a small town of fantastical creatures and a war for world domination they won’t soon forget. This
collections includes the complete series. Book 1 - My Viking Vampire I’ll fight to the end or die trying… I’ve got nowhere to
run—except into the arms of a sexy stranger who says he can protect me. But this guy comes with a bit more than I bargained
for—fangs. Book 2 - My Dragon Masters My body burns with a hunger I can’t describe. I’ll do anything to find them and so will the
beast that lives inside me. I don’t know how much time has passed. I don’t know where I am or where I’m going, I just know that
two men are waiting for me and that I belong with them. Book 3 - My Eternal Soldier I thought I killed the woman I loved a
thousand years ago. The last time I saw her, my sword was in her chest. Now the fates have granted me a second chance. I won’t
waste it. I won’t let her slip away again. Book 4 - Mastered Teagan I deserve nothing but pain. No happily-ever-after. Just agony
and the numbness that follows. But the pixies tricked me. Now my new Dom wants to inflict pain I don’t think I can endure. He
wants to love me. Book 5 - My Warrior Wolves She is ours. She has always been ours. Our desire burns for her and only for her.
We gave her the space she asked for. The time to heal. But now evil is stalking her and we must claim her before we lose her
forever. Book 6 - My Guardian Gryphon A beast and his beauty… She’s beautiful and perfect. I’m scarred and broken. She’s kind
and comforting. I’m nothing but hard edges. She is forbidden. I can’t have her. And it makes me want her more. Book 7 - My
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Vampire Knight I’m a siren and cursed. Any man I love dies. Godric Deveraux thinks he can beat the curse. I know he can’t. No
one can. My father made sure of it. And now I am fated to watch the only man I’ve ever truly loved die in front of me.
Sir Bentley, an honorable young knight, abandons his calling in order to seek the truth of the Prince. Choosing to live as the Prince
did, he forsakes his former lifestyle and wealth to live as a pauper. His travels take him to Holbrook, where the townsfolk live in
poverty, paying high taxes to support the lavish lifestyle of Lord Kingsley and his court. But something even darker is lurking in the
shadows of the beautiful castle. Bentley soon befriends Eirwyn, a mysterious but compassionate young woman who often
distributes food among the poor. When Eirwyn is kidnapped by a ruthless tribe to serve as a sacrifice, Bentley battles a vicious
mountain creature to save her life. But when he discovers who is really behind Holbrook’s downfall, he’s faced with an even
bigger challenge–battling the Dark Knight’s most evil commander and his Shadow Warriors as they attack the castle. Will greed
destroy the kingdom the way it destroyed Lord Kingsley? Or can Sir Bentley and Eirwyn work together to restore order and
prosperity to the kingdom through the compassion and grace of the Prince? Journey to Arrethtrae, where these knights of noble
heart live and die in loyal service to the King and the Prince. These knights are mighty, for they serve a mighty King. They are…the
Knights of Arrethtrae!
A terrible secret. A vengeful empress. An unstable empire. Sir Corbin, retired Hero of Jerkum Pass, dies on the eve of an urgent
mission. His granddaughter Kelsa dons the old man's armor and his wrinkles and sets out to complete his last quest. She ventures
to the capital of the Iron Empire. The city is in an uproar. The emperor has been slain by rogue mages. The new empress is livid.
Now, every mage is suspect, including Kelsa's mother. Hidden behind a magic ring, Kelsa infiltrates her grandfather's regiment.
The bonds between retired army mages and cavalry have begun to crack. Only Sir Corbin can mend the breach. Caught between
the dark suspicions of an old friend in the cavalry and the lustful advances of a mage ex-lover, the disguised hero struggles to live
up to her grandfather's shining legacy. Yet the longer she tiptoes in his shadow, the more tarnish she uncovers. Can Kelsa
complete her quest before the descending wrath of the empress and Corbin's sordid past expose her? Unravel The Knight’s
Secret, the first fantasy romance adventure of The Mage Conspiracy series. Discover a world of lurid entanglements and political
intrigue where lies cut deeper than any sword. keywords: adventure, court intrigue, fantasy, romance
The mighty knight Falcon has fought off bandits and thieves, but can he fight the undeniable pull of attraction?
Cole Atwood is not sure he wants to join his old buddy Tristin at his company, KSI. But when he meets Sydney Reede,
his plans change. Sydney thought she was free of her abusive ex, but when he makes a sudden return, she seeks the
protection of Cole and his Alpha Team to help her break free.
After the tragic loss of her boyfriend Maze, Destiny Oliver was painted as a bitter snitching chick left in his wake. Though
she was given the rarest honor, 'The First Lady' of the cutthroat motorcycle club outside of Nashville Tennessee, a lot of
folks weren't as accepting to her presence. Jealousy fueled damages are done in hopes of breaking Dez down to nothing
inside and out. Whereas her father tried to warn her that her affiliation with the Lincoln Black Knights was dangerous, she
didn't believe that all of them were creeps. The night of Maze's homegoing celebration, Destiny is faced with the ultimate
betrayal from being associated with the club. A foreign threat to the area causes a mandatory shut down to occur for all
members and affiliates of the society despite her skittish behavior towards the compound. In a heated interaction with the
president, she is forced to deal with the indiscretion's that she faced. Dez made a promise to take her secrets to the
grave, but Cage has other expectations as he demands the full details. No one tells Cage no and she is no exception.
When the discoveries are revealed entirely, they both are determined to defy destiny and protect the integrity of the
organization as well as themselves. Will Destiny find safety and solitude in Cage's care or is she fated to rebel against all
demands pertaining to the Lincoln Black Knights MC?
Book 1 of the Knights of Honor series introduces Xand and his friends: a werewolf, a Sun Fairy, and an oversized Dwarf
named Zeg. The four come together to protect their lands from the Gargoyle King, a mysterious evil creature who
threatens the peace and quiet of people still trying to get over the last war.
Soul of the Dragon Alexa Ranger is a spy who had a dragon friend as a child. That dragon turns out to be her soulmate,
cursed a thousand years ago by the mage who was supposed to be his best friend. This is their last chance to break the
curse. Soulflight Alexa’s cousin Samantha went into hiding when she was 18 and someone tried to shoot her out of the
sky. (Sam can fly.) She's discovered saving an abducted child, and Rock Davis is tasked to protect her from the man
bent on making her part of his collection. Harte and Soul Brooklyne Hart hates lies, but she's pushed to go undercover
protecting Peter Ranger's daughter, who has special abilities, from old enemies. Soul Deep Reformed mage Tars Suinn
doesn't believe redemption is possible, but that doesn't stop him from trying. Ke'an Oliviera may be the key when they
join forces with the Rangers to stop another mage who doesn't care if making his mark on the world will also destroy it.
Her second chance With her lost love… To avoid a forced marriage, Lady Gwenllian plans to escape to a convent. She
couldn’t possibly honor another when her heart still belongs to Ralph de Kinnerton, the man she had to betray to save
his life—only to hear of his death shortly after. So how is it possible he’s here at this knight’s tournament? Now the pull of
their unfinished past forces Gwen to question the choice she’d made for her future… From Harlequin Historical: Your
romantic escape to the past. Notorious Knights Book 1: The Rebel Heiress and the Knight Book 2: Her Banished Knight's
Redemption Book 3: The Return of Her Lost Knight
When starfighter pilot Simon Dodds is enrolled in a top secret military project, he and his wingmates begin to suspect that
there is a lot more to the theft of a legendary battleship and an Imperial nation's civil war than either the Confederation
Stellar Navy or the government are willing to let on.
The Knights of Solamnia were the greatest order of chivalry in the history of Krynn. All those who wish to become
Solamnic Knights must first enter as squires of the Knights of the Crown, with whom they begin their training in the virtue
of loyalty. This is the story of Sir Pirvan the Wayward, whose reluctant and inauspicious beginnings as Pirvan the Spell
Thief bore few clues to his potential as a Knight of the Crown. Roland J. Green is the author of the Starcruiser
Shennandoa and Wandor series and numerous Conan novels, and is coauthor (with Jerry Pournelle) of the Jannisaries
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series. The Warriors series details the exploits of the heroes and villains of the War of the Lance.
AFTER several years of contemplation and of thought upon the matter herein contained, it has at last come about..., that
I have been able to write this work with such pleasure of spirit that, if it gives to you but a part of the joy that it hath
afforded me, I shall be very well content with what I have done. For I believe that King Arthur was the most honorable,
gentle Knight who ever lived in all the world. And those who were his fellows of the Round Table... made, altogether,
such a company of noble knights that it is hardly to be supposed that their like will ever be seen again in this world... So
in the year of grace one thousand nine hundred and two I began to write this history of King Arthur and his Knights of the
Round Table and, if I am able so to do, I shall endeavor, with love of that task, to finish the same at some other time in
another book and to the satisfaction of whosoever may care to read the story thereof.
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